
 
Dress Code Policy 

For 2019 Alberta Golf Championships 
 
The purpose of the dress code policy is to ensure reasonable and appropriate standards are maintained at all 
Alberta Golf competitions. All players, caddies and spectators must adhere to the dress code any time they are 
on host facility property. The dress code is in effect at all Alberta Golf competitions in conjunction with any 
additional dress code restrictions of the host facility, which will be communicated to all players in advance of 
the competition. 
 
Permitted Attire:  
§ Golf shirts with collars (mock style necks, sleeveless and turtle necks are permitted).  
§ Golf pants, slacks, shorts, skorts, capris and dresses.  
§ Shirts may be worn untucked if so designed. 
§ Hats or visors must be worn in a forward position.  
 
Attire Not Permitted:  
§ Hats or visors in the clubhouse.  
§ Racerback with a mock or regular collar are allowed (no collar = no racerback). 
§ Tank tops, mesh shirts or graphic t-shirts. 
§ Plunging necklines. 
§ Leggings (unless under a skort or shorts). 
§ Pants or shorts with outside external pockets. 
§ Length of skirt, skort, and shorts must be long enough to not see your bottom area (even if covered by 

under shorts) at any time, standing or bent over. 
§ Workout gear and jeans (of any kind and color). 
§ Joggers are not allowed. 
§ Any other inappropriate or questionable attire determined by the Tournament Rules Committee. 
 
Footwear Not Permitted:  
§ During a round, a player must not wear shoes with: 

o Traditional spikes – that is, spikes having single or multiple points designed to penetrate deeply 
into the surface of the ground (regardless of whether made of metal, ceramic, plastic or other 
materials); or 

o Spikes of any design that are entirely or partially made of metal, if such metal may come in 
contact with the course. 

§ Sandals of any kind; including sandals with soft spikes. Note: spectators may wear sandals. 
§ A caddie may not wear traditionally-designed spikes or shoes with conventional spikes (regardless of 

composition). Spikeless golf shoes and running shoes are permitted. 
 
Players in violation of the dress code will not be allowed to tee off; or, if the violation is discovered once play 
has begun, the player or caddie must rectify immediately without undue delay. Spectators will be asked to 
rectify immediately without undue delay. All individuals in violation of the dress code policy will be subject to 
the respective Code of Conduct Policies and penalty structures. 
 


